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Executive Summary 
Novatec Pagani S.A. de C.V. is the leader in the manufacturing of plastic containers and pallets in 
Mexico. Novatec Pagani manages three production plants located in the city of Leon, Guanajuato 
and five distribution centres in the cities of Guadalajara, Torreon, Monterrey, Culiacan and Mexico 
City. It is a family owned business with revenues in FY2011 of £20M. Novatec Paganis mission is to 
successfully have its market share from Canada to Chile. Pioneering technology in injection 
machinery, robots and steel moulds is essential for product manufacturing, as it helps the company 
to offer complete solutions to customers on warehousing, handling and distribution of their goods. 
Moreover, productivity and effectiveness are measured on a daily basis to reach the highest quality 
standard levels supported by the ISO 9001:2008 certification which equals excellence in all 
processes. The company was founded by visionary entrepreneur Coriolano Pagani (+) and son 
Claudio Pagani in 1981. Currently, the company counts with a strong leadership legacy and a strong 
management team formed by General Plant Manager Engineer Ariel Ramirez and Sales and Export 
Director Noel Fierro. Since its inception, premium plastic containers and pallets for the poultry, 
agricultural, automotive and industry in general have been the main products commercialized by the 
company. At present, Novatec Pagani owns roughly 20% of the market share in the country. The 
expectation is to increase sales targets by 10% for 2013 in Mexico. To secure sales in the country and 
to expand revenues in the future, Novatec will emphasize in Virgin HDPE container and pallets sales. 
Likewise, in reinforcing the design and development of new products as a strong capability which 
engages in timing and communication with the customer needs. Indeed, successful commercial 
alliances with foreign plastic multinational manufacturers need to be made in order for Novatec to 
expand its product portfolio. So as to, aggressively approach the central and northern part of Mexico 
with an effective sales force. Moreover, through distributers located in the United States, Merida 
and the in-house export department, the company exports 15% of their overall revenues. In-Bond 
Assembly contracts have supported the company in closing deals with Multi-National Corporations. 
As a result, the company has expanded its presence in the United States. Presently, the main 
competitors of the company are mainly diversified in Small and Medium Enterprises located all over 
the country. The market is divided by companies offering one-way plastic containers which are 
manufactured of recycled PP and HDPE, recycled or Virgin HDPE containers and pallets. Nonetheless, 
they fail to offer the same quality, product variety and service as Novatec Pagani. Definitely, Novatec 
Paganis premium brand in the sector is a synonym of experience, excellence, confidence and trust. 
Concerning operations, the company is currently investing in a third plant that will allow managing 
the entire value chain. This Vertical Integration scheme will compress the manufacturing of raw 
materials (Recycled HDPE), production of products and trading on a B2B scheme to the final 
customer. Supplementary HDPE virgin raw materials will be outsourced as usual from the Mexican 
government through Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), or imported from the USA, Canada and 
Colombia. All of these efforts will result in an expected increase of sales by 10% each year. Long term 
efforts will be to sustain the competitive advantage as a first-mover firm in the country, to increase 
market share by 5% yearly and to keep its technological pioneering as a differentiator. Additionally, 
Novatec aims to support and maintain plant number three on the same level as the rest of the 
assets. What is more, to reinforce commercial presence in the USA and Canada is a primary target. 
At present, Novatec Pagani owns a plant in the city of Lima, Peru. Similarly, a project to open a new 
plant in Costa Rica is in progress. The following Business Plan will aid the company in realising their 
potential of expansion in the country and to analyse their internal capabilities and external 
opportunities.              
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Definitions 
Novatec Pagani S.A. de C.V: Is the official registered name of the unlisted company to be analysed. 
For simplicity purposes it will be solely referred as Novatec, The Firm or The Company.  
GBP: Great Britain Pound symbol £ 
MXN: Mexican Peso symbol $ 
GBP/MXP: The entire financial analysis of this thesis will be represented in GBP. The original 
information was provided in MXP by Novatec Pagani. A conversion of GBP to MXN was made 
considering Yahoo! Finance rate of conversion of 1MXP=21.001GBP which is the average value of the 
currency for the past 54 weeks starting from July 2011 until September 2012. (Appendix I)   
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE): The main raw material used in the company to manufacture 
containers and pallets. This material can be reprocessed/recycled or virgin.  
Polypropylene (PP): The main raw material used in buckets and one-way plastic containers.   
Steel Mould: A Uniform hard precision polished steel block that is filled with liquid of HDPE and PP 
for the manufacturing of plastic products (e.g. containers, buckets, chairs, pallets, etc.) Appendix II 
depicts a steel mould used to manufacture the Novapal 100 pallet offered by Novatec.   
Injection Machinery: Machines used for the production of plastic products.  
In-Bond Assembly: In Spanish known as Maquila is when the company manufactures products 
that are not listed in their commercial catalogue to the public in general. Consequently, those 
products are especially fabricated for a particular customer, with a particular timing and delivery 
scheme. Sometimes the steel moulds belong to or are especially designed for the customer.  
Minor Retail Sales: Sales that are done in cash to customers that only require a minimum amount of 
products, and that are not uploaded in the ERP system as recurrent customers.  
SMEs: Small and Medium Enterprises.  
MNC: Multi-National Corporation. 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP): Sophisticated IT packages tailored to companies that wish to 
coordinate and link activities in logistics, accountancy, production and sales among other 
departments. Later on in this paper, the ERP utilized by Novatec will be explained.  
Tote: Also called Big Boxes or Bins, are plastic containers for agricultural, food processing retail 
and industrial markets. Generally totes are produced with virgin HDPE. Their load capacity is larger 
than regular plastic containers, since their measures oscillate around a cubic meter. Most of the 
totes are produced outside Mexico by MNC´s. Appendix III better depicts some of the Totes 
specifications provided by two of the manufacturing leaders in the world; the German company 
AUER and the American Corporation Macroplastics.  
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Resource Based View of the Firm (RBV):  
To understand the performance of the firm according to the exploitation of its resources and 
capabilities, a RBV analysis is required. The analysis consists of identifying the tangible and intangible 
resources and capabilities that the firm possesses, leading to the recognition of its strengths and 
weaknesses. (Wernerfelt, 1984: Barney and Hesterley, 2006) 
Tangible resources relate to physical assets that in this case, Novatec Pagani, owns. They will be 
catalogued as physical, financial, organisational and human resources. Physical tangible resources 
include manufacturing plants, machinery and products. Financial tangible resources include cash 
balances, investments in technology and investments in R&D. Essentially, these resources will 
determine the expectations for future growth. The total workforce employed by the company is 
considered as human resources. (Henry, 2001) 
Intangible resources relate to intellectual or technological resources and reputation. ERPs, 
technology and intellectual resources such as patents or trademarks are part of intangible resources. 
(Henry, 2001) Thus, Novatec Paganis reputation and brand are acknowledged to be a valuable 
intangible asset which has to be exploited and protected from competition.  
For this specific business plan following the methodology of Suttley (2002), the following resources 
will be analysed in Chapter 1 subheading 1.8; (1) Financial Resources compressing revenues, profits 
and investments in technology and R&D. (2) Physical Resources will analyse Technology, Machinery, 
location of plants and warehouses. Additionally, the ERPs, Products and Plant vertical integration for 
production are part of the Physical Resources. (3) Human Resources: Leadership legacy and 
management team resources. Finally, (4) Organisational Resources: Brand value, customer 
commitment and loyalty, and speed of response to customer demands. 
Additionally, the RBV examines the capabilities of a firm. A capability (or competence) provides 
access to new markets. It contributes towards the perceived benefits that the customer receives; 
moreover, it supports the firm to generate a competitive advantage towards competitors. 
Additionally, a capability has to be as unique as possible, and a degree of differentiation is required 
to avoid imitation from competitors.  (Henry, 2001) Indeed, they add value to the organisation. 
Finally, the top management and middle-management in an organisation has the challenge to align 
the entire organisation towards delivering the value to the customers. (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990) 
In this particular case, the following capabilities will be analysed in Chapter 1 subheading 1.9; (1) 
Design, (2) Negotiation/Sales power and (3) Production.    
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1. Current Situation 
1.1 History 
Novatec was founded by visionary owner Coriolano Pagani and began operations in January 1981 in 
the city of Leon, Guanajuato. Its location allows the company to rapidly respond to market demands 
in any part of the country. Furthermore, the exportation of goods to the United States, Central and 
South America is easily carried out from this strategic site. (www.novatec.com.mx, 2012) 
Top injection machinery, steel moulds and reprocessing machines are part of the assets that are 
continuously being upgraded in the plant. Most of the machinery has been acquired by well-known 
Italian and German suppliers, such as MIR, BMB and Kraus-Maffei. Since 2009, the company is ISO 
9001:2008 Quality Certified by TUV Rheinland which was rectified in 2012. (www.novatec.com.mx, 
2012) Finally, concerning multinational operations, Novatec owns a small plant with six injection 
machines in the city of Lima, Peru. 
1.2 Mission 
Since its inception, Novatecs mission has been to have successful market participation from Canada 
to Chile. Technology is essential for product manufacturing, as it helps the company to offer 
complete solutions to customers on warehousing, handling and distribution of their goods. 
Moreover, productivity and effectiveness are measured on a daily basis to reach the highest quality 
levels aiming for excellence in all processes.  
1.3 Vision and Objectives 
Novatecs vision is to be market leaders in the plastic container and pallet industry. Leadership is 
based on the premise to utilize the latest technology and excellence in service. As a result, total 
solutions to customers in the country and worldwide will be offered. Indeed, customer requirements 
have to be assessed and tailored to fulfil them. Novatecs main objective is to guarantee total 
satisfaction to its customers, by focusing on the development of its personnel, technology, suppliers, 
distribution and fortified team creation. 
1.4 Company Values 
1.4.1 Honesty and Clarity  
Labour force is required to be respectful of the agreements with customers and suppliers. The main 
goal is to work every day with honesty, respect and clarity towards such agreements. 
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1.4.2 Trustworthiness  
Prestige of the company is a key factor in attracting and upholding customers.  
1.4.3 Service 
The following values are fostered and encouraged through courses and training for the labour force, 
particularly for the shop floor personnel. It is a pre-requisite for them to be engaged with them in 
order to benefit the company and especially the customer. Indeed, to solve customer needs and 
work for their satisfaction is the main purpose of Novatecs service. 
o Loyalty 
o Modesty 
o Responsibility 
o Punctuality  
o Discipline 
 
1.5 Philosophy  
The following two quotes have been guiding the company until now. 
To seek in our job performance, the complete satisfaction and the pursuit of personal growth  
Coriolano Pagani 
Things are well done or never done  Coriolano Pagani 
1.6 Organisational Structure 
The company is divided into eight major departments: Product Design, Sales, Production, IT 
Department, Human Resources, Logistics/Warehouse, Production, Purchasing and Finance. These 
departments are under CEO Claudio Pagani. Two main top managers play an important role within 
the organization. The first one is the engineer Ariel Ramirez, who is the general plant manager; he is 
established in the city of Leon and is the person in charge of Human Resources, Production, 
Logistics/Warehouse, and Finance departments. Secondly, Mr Noel Fierro who is the sales and new 
product development director; he is based in Mexico City. Apart from guiding the export 
department, the sales force and one sales supervisor, he is in charge of managing the warehouses 
allocated throughout the country. Jointly, Mr Noel and Mr Ariel verify the Product Design 
department and Production scheduling. The full organisational structure can be found in Appendix 
IV. Furthermore, it is important to mention that Sales and Operations are tied together; an issue of 
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being a centralized structure is that slow decision-making within the company may arise. 
(Shaugnessy, 2012) 
1.7 Products and Services 
Novatec is mainly focused on offering solutions for the distribution, warehousing and logistic 
transportation of products for the automotive, poultry and agricultural industries. 
(www.novatec.com.mx, 2012) The main products the company offers are plastic containers and 
pallets. These products are designed and developed within the company.  
Moreover, industries such as the pharmaceutical, textile and clinical, have employed Novatecs 
containers and pallets for their internal warehousing processes. The company offers thirty-five 
models of containers for the industry, three pallet models and around one-hundred plastic 
accessories for the poultry industry and containers complements. In addition, they commercialize 
totes from European companies such as AUER from Germany, Wenco from Chile and ICOPLASTIC 
from Italy. Currently, the company is on the verge of closing an alliance with one of the major tote 
manufacturers in the world, American MNC Macroplastics. 
Novatecs products are manufactured from virgin and reprocessed High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) 
raw materials. The company divides its products into three categories, virgin HDPE containers, 
reprocessed HDPE containers and pallets.  
Mainly B2B selling schemes and Ex-Works distribution systems are the procedures implemented by 
the company for product delivery, sales and promotion. Conversely, if a customer requires 
transportation, the sales force, along with the logistic department are required to provide such 
services with its complementary fees.  
The company has branch offices all over Mexico, managing six self-owned warehouses allocated in 
the cities of Monterrey, Culiacan, Torreon, Guadalajara, Mexico City and Leon. Moreover, it has two 
warehouses managed by external distributors allocated in the cities of Mexicali and Merida. 
(Appendix V) Each warehouse holds a sales office with sales representatives in charge of pursuing 
new opportunities of business and sales projections.  
Additionally, Novatec has a plant with six injection machines in the city of Lima in Peru. Central 
America and South America are mainly managed by direct sales and external distributors. Exports to 
Colombia, Guatemala, Salvador, Panama and Cuba are managed from the export department 
located in the main plant. (www.novatec.com.mx, 2012) 
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1.8 Resources  
Novatecs resources have assisted in becoming the leader in the plastic industry of the country. 
Moreover, the firm has a pioneering vision of acquiring top technology that has transformed the 
plant into one of the highest quality-innovator manufacturers in the industry.  
According to Barney and Hesterley (2006) the following tangible and intangible resources are part of 
a firm: 
1. Financial Resources 
2. Organisational Resources 
3. Physical Resources 
4. Human Resources 
Tailoring such resources to Novatec, the succeeding characteristics are allowing the company to 
exploit them to pursue its goals and targets.  
1.8.1 Financial Resources  
Novatec has invested seriously in upgrading their current assets. In 2011 the company had 
investments in highflying technology and machinery for £571,185 surpassing 2010 in which they 
invested £483,888.43. Additionally, investments in Research and Development (R&D) for 2011 were 
£265,986. (Novatec, 2012) 
This R&D encompasses new molds, mold modifications, upgrading, prototype testing and 
development in the injection of new products. So far in 2012 there have been investments of 
£114,538 in the same area. (Novatec, 2012)  
Currently, the company is building Plant Three, which is located in the same industrial park where 
Plant One and Plant Two are established. Investments in this manufacturing plant have reached the 
amount of £748,835.09 since October 2011. (Rexol, 2012) 
The following table depicts the investments in Property Plant and Equipment for year 2010 and 
2011.  
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Source: Novatec (2012) 
The following table better depicts the investments made since the companys inception which adds 
to a total of £12,884,610.90 excluding depreciations.  
 
Source: Novatec (2012) 
 
 
The 2009 world financial crisis stroke the overall industry in the country, especially the automotive 
and agricultural industries.  Thus, the sales of some products manufactured by the company were 
affected leading to a decrease in revenue performance of 25%. Recuperation and progress from the 
year 2010 onwards has prevailed. The forecast for 2012 will be analysed in detail latter in this paper. 
Net income in 2010 was affected mainly by the increase in prices of Raw Materials.  
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The following table better depicts the revenue for the past 4 years. 
Source: Novatec (2012) 
1.8.2 Organisational Resources 
1.8.2.1 Brand Value 
Novatecs brand has been established as a premium brand in the container and pallet industry in the 
country. Therefore, price competition is not a suitable strategy for the company. The brand is 
recognized throughout the country in terms of durability, quality and reliance. Appendix VI better 
positions the brand versus its closest competitors in the plastic container and pallet industry. 
Macroplastics, Orbis, Rehrig Pacific Co. and Buckhorn are MNCs from the United States of America. 
These companies are mainly focused on attending automotive and agro industries worldwide. They 
exceed Novatec in price; however, the quality in their materials and products is similar. Adversely, 
Mexican brands such as Europlast and Plasticos Panamericanos are catalogued as enterprises that 
offer fair quality products at a lower price. Ferplast, Plastimega, Gaitan, Coliman and Alpinos brands 
are known for offering containers at a very affordable price lacking quality. Nonetheless, these 
companies are more focused on offering one-way reprocessed HDPE containers for the agroindustry. 
Furthermore, they do not offer a wide variety as the rest of the high quality-high price competitors 
or such as Novatec.  
1.8.2.2 Commitment to customers 
The pursuit of the best quality in processes and products to fulfil customer needs is the main goal. 
Dissemination of customer value is implemented in the training that the company grants their 
personnel. In the moment an administrative or operative employee is hired, a course including 
product quality, the importance of customers and product applications and versatility is provided. It 
is also mentioned that the competitiveness of the company is based on technological innovation, 
flexibility, quality, design and price. Such characteristics are transmitted to the personnel on a daily 
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basis engaging commitment to customers. Nonetheless, there is no formal training for the sales 
force. 
1.8.2.3 Speed and Responsiveness 
Internal issues may arise concerning speed and responsiveness. Communication is vital for the 
organisation to have rapid reactions to customer requirements. The company relies on their labour 
force to accomplish timed activities such as truckload deliveries to warehouses and the plant. Vital 
coordination between sales representatives and customers is required to take advantage of the 
schedules. However, under capacity of load infrastructure in the warehouses can be an issue for 
customers. Therefore, synergy among sales staff and warehouse co-ordinators has to be effective.  
1.8.2.4 Customer Loyalty 
Closing a deal is extremely important, but what the sales team is focused on is keeping every 
customer on a long-term basis. Personal B2B sales are guided under these ideologies. Even though, 
training is strongly required, it has not been implemented for the sales staff.    
1.8.3 Physical Resources 
1.8.3.1 Location 
Novatec is located in the city of Leon in the state of Guanajuato. Guanajuato is a historical place 
where business and culture merges, offering a reliable quality of life. Leon is located inside the so-
called golden triangle which is constituted by the cities of Mexico-Guadalajara-Monterrey. In a 
400km radio; 60% of the population of the country is settled, 80% of the Mexican market activities 
are performed, 70% of the international business operations in the country are executed and 70% of 
the Mexican automotive industry is located. Important multinational corporations such as GM, 
Mazda, Honda and Procter and Gamble have invested in Guanajuato. The state is urbanized with 
solid road infrastructure, train lines and an international airport. Moreover, the most modern 
customs intern-port is placed just 15 kilometres from the city of Leon. In 2010 Guanajuato 
contributed with 3.9% of the total GDP of the country. Finally, the state has top universities such as 
ITESM Campus Leon, Irapuato and Celaya, and UNAM Campus Leon and several technical 
universities that provide qualified executives, labour force and workers. (PROMEXICO, 2012) 
1.8.3.2 Technology 
Novatec is a pioneering company in the implementation of Nitrogen Gas (N) assisted injection, which 
helps to manufacture resistant structures without affecting mass volumes of the injected pieces.  
Investment in new technology and machinery has risen over the last years. For Novatec, machinery 
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and technology such as robots and software production systems are a core part of its business. 
German company, Krauss Maffei (KM) is one of the main manufacturers of plastic injection, 
extrusion and reaction processing machines in the world. Its engineering competence makes them 
experts in helping customers enhancing their profits. (Kraussmaffei.com, 2012) KM machines are 
few of the latest acquisition of Novatec. BMB, the Italian plastic injection manufacturer, has also 
supplied the company with top injection machinery. BMB is a market leader in technology and 
innovation. Currently, two hybrid technological machines have been acquired. These innovative 
injection machines run electronically, which allows ecological savings engaging company to a 
sustainability scheme. (BMB.com, 2012) Lastly, even though the company disappeared more than six 
years ago, MIR machines were recognised as high quality pioneers in the 1980s and throughout the 
1990s. Currently, the company owns forty-three injection machines: Six Krauss-Maffei, eight BMB, 
one Antillon and twenty-eight MIR machines. Furthermore, they possess close to one-hundred and 
forty steel injection moulds. Maintenance and upgrades in moulds, machinery and technology is an 
essential requisite for Novatec. Appendix VII better shows the layout of Plant One and Plant Two. 
1.8.3.3 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERPs) 
ERPs are sophisticated IT packages that are tailored for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) or 
MNCs. They integrate all aspects of the corporation under a uniform system and a common 
database. ERPs functions can integrate supply-chain, sales, data management and product 
warehousing among other strategic departments. Additionally, training of people utilizing these 
systems is required, because they are difficult to learn how to operate (Boudreau, 2002) Novatecs 
ERP is called Syteline. Appendix VIII shows the main functions for clients, the finance department, 
materials, production and suppliers that are part of the ERP System.  
1.8.3.4 Vertical Integration 
Novatec controls one reprocessing and laundry steel machine to reprocess customers used 
containers and re-transform them into brand new reprocessed (HDPE) products. Its vertical 
integration has opened up a new horizon for the company. As mentioned before, the construction of 
Plant three is in progress. This Plant will solely be dedicated to the reprocessing of raw materials and 
transformation into quality pellets, helping constraints in the blockage or damage of injection 
machinery. This reprocessing service for customers will prevail; nonetheless HDPE raw material 
exploitation for non-customers will be pelletized, as well. Plant threes main purpose is to lower 
costs enhancing in-house quality controls in HDPE materials.   
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1.8.3.5 Range of Products 
Containers, pallets, agroindustry equipment and a new investment in buckets are the products the 
company is offering. The succeeding table ranks the top 10 selling items in the year 2011 and its BCG 
categorization. (Appendix XIX) 
 
Source: Novatec (2012) 
As showed in Appendix X there are seven Cash Cow products that could support eleven Star 
products and new product development for future markets. Seventeen products are Question 
Marks, one of which is one of the top sellers in the company. Question marks can have the 
capability of being transformed into starts even though they do not have a high market share. 
Additionally a potential growth can be pursued in the exploitation of such products. Nine products 
are catalogued as Dogs, and an analysis to maintain them in the marketplace is required.  
1.8.4 Human Resources 
1.8.4.1 Leadership Legacy and Strong Management Team 
The strong management team compounded by CEO Claudio Pagani, engineer Ariel Ramirez and Mr 
Noel Fierro are in charge of delivering results to the stakeholders and shareholders of the 
organisation. Such strong leadership legacy has led the company to be frontrunners in the industry. 
Still, new talent needs to be acquired, trained or developed to maintain the firms legacy.  
1.9 Capabilities  
Three capabilities drive NOVATEC success (Appendix XI). These capabilities are part of the RBV 
analysis. Furthermore, if the capabilities are carefully exploited, the firm can transform them into 
the main motor for future development. Undeniably, when endeavouring towards increase in 
market share, innovation and entrepreneurial behaviour, these capabilities are required to be used 
as a strategic tool to extend opportunities in the marketplace.   
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1.9.1 Negotiation/Sales Power 
Fifteen sales persons are distributed throughout the country. They are in charge of pursuing new 
business opportunities in the marketplace by acting as a link between the customer and the plant. In 
fact, they identify potential customers interested in developing a new product. Negotiations with the 
customers are carried out at all stages of a new product development. Additionally, Sales-staff quote 
products, manage receivable accounts, coordinate product delivery with logistics, prospect for new 
customers and cater for existing ones.   
1.9.2 Design 
Initially, the sales department spots an opportunity in the market place. Afterwards, there are two 
main stages in the design of a new product.  
Firstly, the Design of a New Products stage involves software and hardware processes to generate 
the idea. The utilization of sophisticated programmes like Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to evaluate 
the structure and stability of the prototype are conducted. In this first stage the involvement of 
three main departments is necessary; design, sales and a committee integrated by the CEO, the sales 
director and the plant director. The timescale of the first stage is generally five months 
approximately. Appendix XII better depicts the timeline and departments involved at this stage.  
Secondly, the Development stage is pursued, involving negotiations with the mould manufacturer 
and the internal production department. The product is injected and physically tested under high 
quality standards. Modification in the final structure can occur when testing the quality. It is 
important to deliver the final product to the customer to be checked and approved in order for the 
sales department to commercialize it. Appendix XIII depicts the timeline and departments involved 
in the development stage.  
Novatec does not work under exclusivity agreements, meaning that when the new product is 
finished, the company can distribute it massively. For all intents and purposes, upgrades in the 
webpage and catalogues are prepared besides training of the sales force. 
1.9.3 Production  
The production department is in charge of managing the technology of the firm. It is led by Rafael 
Segoviano and supervised by engineer Ariel Ramirez. The main tasks of the production department 
are; to control injection machinery and assets required for production. To test raw materials, 
implement quality control for their products and to train the shop-floor staff regarding production 
goals, targets and schedules.  
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A perfect balance between these capabilities is required for the company to operate more efficiently 
to fulfil the requirements of the customer. Coordination and communication is essential for its 
control. The VRIO Framework proposed by Barney and Hesterly (2006) is used as a powerful tool to 
analyse a companys internal resources and capabilities. Appendix XIV shows the VRIO framework 
for Novatec.  
2. External Environment 
2.1 Mexicos Economy 
Mexico has a free market economy classified amongst the worlds major economies with a gross 
domestic product GDP of more than a trillion USD per year (1.683 trillion in 2011). The countrys 
infrastructure in railroads, telecommunications, electricity production, airports and natural gas 
distribution has been expanded abruptly over the last 10 years. The income per capita is one third 
compared to the United States, and there is still a high unequal income distribution. In 2011, the 
agricultural sector of the country contributes with 3.8% of the GDP, Industry with 34.2% and services 
with roughly 62%. The major products produced and exported by the country are corn, wheat, 
soybeans, rice, beans, cotton, coffee, tomatoes and wood products. Mexico has food and beverages, 
tobacco, chemicals, iron, petroleum, clothing, automotive and tourism industries as main drivers of 
the economy. (www.cia.gov, 2012) 
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) signed in 1994 involving the USA and Canada is 
one of the major commercial agreements signed by the country, furthermore Mexico holds 
agreements with over 50 countries including Honduras, El Salvador and The European Free Trade 
Area among others. Moreover, Mexico GDP has had a positive growth of 5.4% in 2010 and 3.8 in 
2011, showing a steady recovery from the economical 2009 worldwide crisis. (www.cia.gov, 2012)  
The Mexican administration faces major challenges including the improvement of the public 
education system, unemployment, private investments in energy, the so-called drug lord war and 
corruption. Indeed, it is said that the country is embedded into an oligopolistic economy; three 
banks control the financial services, two companies control television, two groups control LP Gas 
distribution and one major company controls telecommunication services. (www.cia.gov, 2012: 
Dresser, 2011) 
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2.2 Needs Analysis 
The Political, Economic, Social and Technological (PEST) analysis in Appendix XV describes in detail 
the factors in which the company is involved. It is a tool that will help identify the vision for the 
future by the implementation of actions towards success. In the political analysis; Mexico is fostering 
the export of produce in the agricultural industry, helping the sales of one-way HDPE containers. The 
government is establishing stricter policies to the usage of wooden pallets aiding the sales of plastic 
pallets. Moreover, growth rates in other industries are present. The economical factor is guided by 
the recovery from the 2009 economic crisis. FDI in the country and the increase of commercial 
treaties with more than 50 countries, have helped Mexico to increase its GDP. The company has 
responded to the social factor with products tailored to the market needs. Lastly, Technology is the 
heartbeat of Novatecs operations. Government support through the National Council of Science and 
Technology (CONACYT) has helped Novatec to upgrade machinery and moulds. Therefore, 
Differentiation against competitors has prevailed.     
2.3 Market Analysis 
According to the National Institute of Statistics and Geography INEGI (2012) in 2011, the Mexican 
market in the container and pallet industry was worth roughly £108M. Novatec had revenues in 
2011 for £21.9M positioning them with 20% of the market share. The overall industry has had a 
CAGR of 17.93% in years 2008-2011. On the other hand, the company had a CAGR of 4% in years 
2008-2011. The following graph better depicts the behaviour of the market and the company in the 
country.  
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The plastic pallet market in Mexico is a Star product that Novatec especially wants to push to the 
limit. The market had revenues roughly for £8.6M in year 2011. The company had revenues in the 
same year for £21M positioning them with 25% of the market share. This percentage has been 
increasing since year 2008. The overall industry has had a CAGR of roughly 80% in years 2008-2011. 
(INEGI, 2012) Hence, a tough market is observed. However, it is expected that the governmental 
policies for wooden pallets will help plastic products to boost in revenues. (Official Diary, 2005) 
Furthermore, Novatec had a CAGR of 25% in years 2008-2011. Plastic pallets are new products that 
have been an impulse in revenues for the company. The following graph better depicts the 
behaviour of the market and the company in the country.  
         
2.4 Competitor Analysis 
The following analysis is extracted from Appendix XVI. This document shows in depth the 
methodology of the following conclusions. By classifying substitutes, direct and potential 
competitors by industry and by product, the succeeding are the most important.  
In the agricultural industry, in terms of containers Europlast, Ferplast, MIK Piramide, Plasticos 
Alpinos and Marbel are the principal rivals. These companies are all located in Mexico and have an 
influential market share spread throughout the country. Europlast is a company with similar 
resources, capabilities and products as those of Novatec, and it is considered as the main Mexican 
competitor.  
For the automotive and general industry: Orbis, Rehrigh Pacific Company (RPC), Buckhorn and 
Macroplastics are the direct competitors that manufacture and sell containers, pallets and totes. 
These companies are multi-national corporations. However, only RPC has established a plant in the 
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city of Queretaro, Mexico. The rest of them export their products from the United States of America. 
Overall, these company´s main advantage is the worldwide contracts they have with automotive 
manufacturers such as GM, MAZDA and Volkswagen. Macroplastics is involved more in the 
agricultural industry, as well.  
Cupatitzio from Michoacan, Promega from Jalisco, Coliman from Colima, Saldivar form Monterrey 
and Piscis from Puebla all in Mexico are the roughest competitors offering one-way HDPE and PP 
containers. They are small companies that have a large portion of the market-share in their areas.  
Concerning the poultry industry JAT and ITUR are well known established companies that 
manufacture and re-sell plastic poultry products. Furthermore, in the HDPE pallet industry Condor, 
Plasticos Panamericanos and Plastimega are the main direct competitors.  
Potential competitors are those involved in the production of plastic products such as chairs, 
buckets, tables or even glasses. They have similar technology and capabilities to that of Novatec but 
they are being used to offering different products in other market segments. However, their 
expertise and resources can be transformed into a potential threat if they decide to infiltrate in the 
same industry. The main firms are Zapata and Apolo which currently produce buckets and more than 
twenty SME´s located all over the country.  
Substitute rivals are those SME´s and large companies involved in the production of wooden pallets 
such as CHEP or TARIMEX. Likewise, other substitutes are companies involved in the manufacture of 
flute corrugated cardboard boxes, raffia sacs or even plastic barrels.   
2.5 Competitive Advantages 
Two surveys were conducted to the main sales representatives of the company (Appendix XVII) the 
first questionnaire was to discover the entrepreneurial oriented behaviour they have towards the 
company expectations. The information yielded will be used in the academic literature part of this 
project. The second survey was focused on discovering the competitive advantages of the company. 
Indeed, the results demonstrated that the relation between customers-company-sales staff is 
aligned towards Novatecs goals.  
Novatecs design and development of products are undertaken by the company at all stages. Yet, it 
is perceived as a slow process and market share retention critically depends on these procedures. 
Furthermore, the logistics service and communication within departments is perceived by the sales 
representatives as in need of improvement.  
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The following approach proposed by Michael Porter (1929, 1980) (Appendix XVIII) explains the main 
factors in which Novatec is competing by analysing the Mexican plastic container and pallet market 
and the role of the company in it. It is evident that there is high rivalry among competitors making 
the entrance into the industry difficult for new players.  
The bargaining power of buyers is medium to high, depending on the industry where the products 
are required. For example, in the agricultural industry the pricing of the containers is very important. 
Indeed, customers bargain until they get the lowest price they can. Moreover, most of the products 
offered by this industry are produced with recycled HDPE and are considered as Cash Cows 
allowing competitors to copy and market similar containers at lower prices. On the contrary, in 
industries such as the automotive or general distribution industries, the price is secondary, as quality 
and service is a priority.  
Bargaining power of suppliers is medium-high. The main raw materials that Novatec outsources are 
virgin and reprocessed Polypropylene (PP) and High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pellets and Virgin 
Pigments. Virgin HDPE is mainly sourced from Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), a state-owned 
enterprise that sets the prices in the market. Currently, raw materials represent roughly 60% of the 
total costs per product. Hence, volatility in prices affects profitability. Reprocessed HDPE is sourced 
directly from local distributors and manufacturers. Novatec has control over their prices and the 
company is known for having a strict material requirements policy concerning quality.  
There is a medium rate of substitutes that affect the company. Substitutes are mainly wooden pallet 
and crate manufacturers although flute corrugated cardboard, raffia sacs and barrels also are 
substitutes for plastic containers.  
The threat of new entrants is medium-high, due to the high technology barriers. Machinery is still an 
expensive asset to be acquired by any manufacturer and production expertise is required to operate 
it. However, there are a lot of potential competitors involved in the plastic industry. Even though 
they offer different plastic products, (e.g. chairs, tables, etc.) the gap in technological knowledge can 
be reduced, hitting Novatec in terms of revenues and product development. 
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3.  Strategy and Plans  
3.1 Objectives and Business strategy 
The following subheadings will explain the ideal objectives and the business strategy that Novatec 
needs to undertake, to reach a 10% target growth in sales. Firstly, strong efforts into the 
commercialization of HDPE Virgin products have to be implemented by the sales department. The 
sales representatives have to reach higher sales targets of these products. Secondly, new product 
development and its commercialization is a key factor for growth. Consequently, the pursuit of new 
customers and new markets for such products is required. Thirdly, the alliance that Novatec has 
established with the tote manufacturers has to be reinforced. Fourthly, a careful analysis of Star 
products is required. Star products represent high growth business and need large investments to 
sustain their growth, eventually, such products will become Cash Cows. Fifthly, protected 
horticulture (PH) in the country is growing progressively; therefore, an emphasis to cater for this 
particular industry could be transformed into a unique opportunity. In Addition, technological 
progress has been reached by Novatec. Hence, to utilize this capacity is a key factor for 
differentiation. Finally, the cash flow of the organisation is the financial heartbeat of success. 
Therefore, receivables management is an important objective to be addressed.     
5.1.1 HDPE Virgin Sales Objectives 
In theory, the companys production capacity is roughly £25M a month. Virgin HDPE containers and 
pallets are the products that the company wishes to exploit to its maximum. For a vast amount of 
reasons: they count on higher profit margins, the machinery and technology runs smoothly without 
any blockages that a reprocessed raw material could cause, allowing the company to offer a high 
quality product and to save energy consumption. Plus virgin HDPE are available instantly. Therefore, 
the sales force is required to strenuously focus on industries that require containers of such 
materials. Alongside, there is a plan to increase incentives for sales reps. concerning such revenues. 
A consideration of a 5% increase on current revenue percentage on commissions for those products 
will be taken into account by the management department. 
5.1.2 Development of new products 
The Development of new products is an important target to be addressed. The company has 
recently invested in moulds to produce PP 19lt buckets. The opportunity emerged when the 
company engaged in 2012-2013 for the production of 150,000 pieces for the central region of the 
country, specifically in the state of Michoacan. Furthermore, the development of two new 
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containers is in progress, with the expectation to be launched by the end of 2012 or beginning of 
2013.  
5.1.3 Alliances as an objective 
Macroplastics Ltd. is a company with three operating facilities in the United States, owning some of 
the largest high-pressure injection moulding presses in the country. (www.macroplastics.com, 2012) 
Historically they are export leaders of totes for the agricultural industry in Mexico. Presently, there is 
a negotiation that will benefit Novatec in the distribution of Totes. However, some barriers can 
interrupt the plans. Macoplastics manages a unique distributor located in the northern part of the 
country, if the cooperation between the official distributor and Novatec is successful, a price war 
could be avoided and higher revenues for both companies could be reached. Moreover, Auer from 
Germany, Wenco from Chile and IcoPlastic from Italy are the other MNC that have direct linkage 
with Novatec to promote their totes.  
5.1.4 Star products 
Products catalogued by BCG matrix as Star products have the capacity to become Cash Cows. 
Indeed, Stars account for higher profits that can allow the company to seek new opportunities in the 
market and to invest resources in the R&D and design departments. Consequently, such practices 
will allow the company to grow and maintain itself as a leader in the industry.   
5.1.5 Protected Horticulture (PH) 
PH is the production of goods under plastic or glass, thermal covers or even macro tunnel structures 
designed to eliminate or minimize the impact of environmental conditions in the production of fruit 
and vegetables. Mexicos PH grew from 7,900 acres in 2005 to roughly 15,000 acres by 2010. The 
National Protected Horticulture Association in Mexico represents more than 150 foreign and local 
companies in 21 states. The industry is the source of 8,800 direct employees and 20,000 indirect 
employees. An example of its success is that in 2008 Mexico exported 515.7 thousands of tons of 
tomato, bell pepper and cucumbers to its principal trading partner, United States of America, 
totalling roughly USD$700M. (Flores and Ford, 2010: AMHPAC, 2012) 
Novatec currently offers three Star products that are designed for growth and in-house handling of 
greenhouse produce as well as one-way containers for this industry. Lastly, as the increase in PH is 
expected to be higher every year, aggressive sales from the Novatec sales team are mandatory.  
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5.1.6 Differentiation 
As first-movers, the company has always been at the vanguard of the current technological trends in 
machinery, robots and infrastructure. Solutions for the market place translated in new designs and 
development of containers will help the company reach new markets.  
5.1.7 Receivables Management 
Ideally, the policy of the company is to grant between fifteen to thirty-day credit terms to 
customers. Also, discounts for cash or early payments are of paramount importance to some 
customers. However, up to date 65% of the total receivables are overdue, fluctuating between thirty 
days and above. (Appendix XIX) Currently, the company is paying suppliers at an average rate of 45 
days and collecting cash from revenues at an average rate of 50 days. (Novatec, 2012) The main 
concern is that Novatec pays in a period of eight days or less to their reprocessed HDPE local 
suppliers. Conversely, virgin HDPE suppliers grant Novatec between 40 and 60 days payment. 
Indeed, in 2011 the company acquired 8,680 tons of reprocessed materials versus 6,272 tons of 
virgin raw materials. Hence, the company´s cash flow is being affected by such payment issues.  
 
Source: Novatec (2012) 
In 2011 the company had £28,254.80 in uncollectable accounts which represented 1.03% of the total 
sales. (Novatec, 2012) As receivables lag behind, the P&L account is put at risk. This percentage 
needs to be reduced with emphasis on stricter rules for the sales team. Additionally, the explanation 
of overdue receivables best practises can be found in Appendix XX. 
3.2 Marketing Plan 
Since the company is mainly focused on a Business-to-Business (B2B) environment, a massive 
marketing plan is not a priority for this particular industry. Nonetheless, extreme efforts to promote 
the brand and products through the Internet and social media are being made and will be enhanced. 
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Currently, Novatec runs its own IT department, which is in charge of managing the web page 
www.novatec.com.mx. Presently, the web page is available only in Spanish; however, there is a 
project to translate the webpage to English. 
Business fairs are an important part of the companys promotion strategy. Currently, the company 
assists to five business fairs in Mexico, and three International business exhibitions in South America.  
Advertising through external promotion web directories is important for the marketing plan, 
especially those related to agro-industry, logistics, storage, packaging and equipment. Indeed, they 
inter-connect not only Mexico but also other regions of the globe such as South America and 
Europe. Logismarket by MECALUX, which is a web directory that brings more than 7,000 companies 
together, advertising over 86,000 industrial products, has been working closely with Novatec. 
(www.logismarket.com, 2012) As far as magazines go, Manufactura and TecnoAgro are 
distributed throughout the country, running adverts of Novatecs products.  
Novatec is also commencing to promote themselves in social networks such as Facebook and 
Twitter. The main purpose will be to establish direct linkages between the sales force and their 
customers. Undeniably, to target the younger customers and establish a closer relationship is the 
purpose of utilizing social network marketing strategies.  
Negotiations to advertise with Google AdWords ads in the sponsored links section are currently 
being held. These actions may boost sales and promotion of Novatecs products.  
4. Financial Analysis 
The following financial analysis will be focused on stressing the importance of revenue goals. Firstly, 
by detailing the breakeven point, where revenues equal costs. It is important to follow the details of 
the breakeven analysis because operational strategies to reduce costs could be proposed. Also, new 
sales strategies to increase revenues could be constructed. Secondly, the sales projections forecast 
will be explained in detail. Actually, the forecast is divided into sales areas; portraying revenues of 
each branch office and per sales person. Indeed, the sales staffs results for the past four years are 
analysed in order to structure best practises. Finally, the specification of new revenue targets for 
each branch office will be described.    
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4.1 Breakeven Analysis 
The following Breakeven Analysis does not take into consideration in-bond assembly as it is 
considered as extra revenues for Novatec. Furthermore, it is calculated on 2012 costs and revenues. 
As a result, the revenues that are measured are those which are sold by the sales representatives, 
branch offices and the plant.  
The fixed cost that Novatec had until August 2012 reached the amount of £373,530.00, furthermore, 
the percentage of variable costs is 75%. The amount of variable costs is roughly £287,513.00 per 
month. Indeed, the revenues from January until August 2012 were £14688,539.00 averaging a 
monthly income of £1836,067.31 until August.  
The following table better depicts the fixed costs.  
 
Source: (Novatec, 2012) 
 The Break Even Analysis (Appendix XXI) shows that the minimum amount of monthly sales that 
Novatec requires is £1´474,027.14 in order to reach revenue targets and profit objectives. The 
following figure better depicts the graph of revenues against costs and the optimal point of revenues 
which is quadrant 14 which shows the amount of £1904,672.00 which ideally is what the company 
aims to achieve.  
 
Source: Novatec (2012) 
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4.2 Sales Projections 
In 2011 the annual sales reached roughly £21M. The average sales per month were £1736,235 and 
the Net Profit was £505,562.00. These numbers reflect an increase of 9% compared to 2010.  
(Appendix XXII) 
Novatecs ambitious objective is to increase sales by 10% for year 2013. For instance, in the 2011 
forecast, the sales in the month of May were 15% below the objective. At the end of the year, the 
overall target was surpassed by 4%. The current forecast for 2012 had an 8.32% decrease in sales by 
the month of May, compared to the target established at the beginning of the year. (Novatec, 2012) 
These two trends help explain the behaviour of the market. Indeed, the sales boost from June until 
December. Currently, Novatec counts with a production capacity of nearly 38,000 tons a year. As 
showed previously, in 2011 the total production rose to roughly 15,000 tons. Therefore, capacity 
utilization is not at its limit. (Ramirez, 2012) 
Still, sale targets are lagging behind and targeting the northern area of the country could help the 
company push their sales up. The Mexican territory is divided into thirty-two states and one federal 
district (Mexico City). According to the Mexican Institute for the Competitiveness IMCO (2010) and 
Productivity Index CIDAC (2010) the most competitive and productive states in the country are the 
Federal District (Mexico City), Nuevo Leon and Coahuila in the North-eastern part of the territory, 
Jalisco in the west and Queretaro in the Centre.  
These competitive and productive states are on the whole responsible for attracting reasonable 
constant FDI into Mexico despite the insecurity that is perceived in the area. (Rathbone, 2011) 
Hence, those territories are where the strongest potential customers that can be targeted for the 
consumption of HDPE virgin containers. 
Currently, the Northeast of the country which is formed by the states of Nuevo Leon, Coahuila, 
Tamaulipas and part of Chihuahua accounted for only 7.5% of the sales in 2011. The Northwest of 
the country; formed by the states of Sinaloa, Durango, Baja California, Sonora and the other part of 
Chihuahua contributed with roughly 10% of the overall sales. Divergently, the branch office located 
in Jalisco, which caters for the central west part of the country (Colima, Nayarit and Jalisco) and the 
state of Michoacan, accounted for 18% of the overall sales. In fact, the central-west part of the 
country had an increment of 1% from 2010 and 2011 in revenues; the maturity of this area could be 
at its peak. (Appendix XXII) Therefore, the gap in the sales difference amongst those three areas has 
to be reduced by supporting the Northeast and Northwest especially the city of Monterrey with 
sales-rep evaluations, re-allocations and renovations.  
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Appendix XXIII better depicts the sales projections for years 2012 onwards at an estimated constant 
rate of 10% for each area. These percentages and rates can be evaluated realistically with further 
involvement with each office. In the forecast, the main emphasis of growth comes from the 
branches in Monterrey and Mexico City. The overall revenues (without increasing retail prices on 
products) that the company want to reach for 2013 is roughly £24M.  
5. Risk Analysis 
5.1 SWOT Analysis 
Strengths of Novatec include, design and development of own products, technological leadership 
differentiation and brand. Weaknesses that need to be improved are; lack of communication among 
departments, design of products are not exclusive for the company, therefore, piracy could arise 
from competitors. Opportunities that may support the advantage of the company as a first-mover 
firm are; increase in presence of the automotive industry in the central region of the country, 
increase of PH and foreign direct investment increase in the country. Moreover, the exploitation of 
new products such as buckets for the central region and potential alliances with MNCs tote 
manufacturers. The threats that Novatec has to overcome are cheap Asian goods, uncertainty in the 
Mexican economy and high rivalry among competitors. The full SWOT Analysis of the firm can be 
found in Appendix XXIV. 
5.2 Limiting Factors 
Novatec is established in a very competitive industry; therefore, some SME´s can offer similar 
recycled containers at a lower price and low quality, leading to price wars. Communication among 
departments can be slow and bureaucratic, leading to mistakes that could affect the final customer. 
Furthermore, alliances with MNCs can be a potential opportunity for expansion, if the negotiation is 
led properly and the creation of a win-win situation for both parties exists. (Fierro, 2012) 
Other limiting factor is that design is not exclusive for the company and competitors may create 
access to other mould manufacturers and create a similar product. (Pagani, 2012) Patent registration 
in the country is not as advanced and sophisticated compared to countries like the United States, 
Chile or Brazil. (Del Castillo, 2012) 
Additionally, entrepreneurial oriented sales force is required for the north part of the country and 
the centre. Commercial contracts with the automotive industry could increase the companys quality 
standards even higher. So far, the company refuses to create contracts in the country. (Fierro, 2012) 
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Moreover, most of the containers, totes and pallets used in the automotive industry are not 
manufactured by Novatec but by MNCs.  
In addition, more than 300 potential competitors that manufacture plastic products like chairs, 
tables or even glasses could have the resources to incur in the plastic pallet or one-way container 
market. Hence, they could become a potential threat for the Novatec. (Pagani, 2012: Fierro, 2012) 
Additional Limiting factors can be found in Appendix XV 
5.3 Critical Success Factor: Logistic Department 
The main critical success factor for Novatec is the Logistics Department. The logistics department is 
managed from the plant and is currently being restructured. As mentioned before, the company 
manages self-owned warehouses and transport to supply their own warehouses. Yet, if a customer 
wants a truckload to be delivered at its premises, the logistic department in coordination with the 
sales representative is in charge of outsourcing the service. The main warehouse is located in Plant 
One and it is in charge of loading the trucks for customers and for the Novatec warehouses.  
The Logistics Department offers their services during two shifts, from 8:00 am until 6:30 pm. The 
department works under a schedule, created 24 hours in advance, changes are allowed before 5 pm 
on the previous day. The maximum truck loading capacity is of twenty two trucks per day. However, 
this depends on the combination of products; there are some trailers that can be loaded in forty 
minutes and some others up to two hours. (Ramirez, 2012: Rea, 2012)  
The logistics departments main activities are the following: 
1. Logistics and Production coordination for delivery: It is based on the production 
programming and the communication between the Sales rep. Via the Sales branch, Logistics, 
Production and the Customer. If one of these key players fails then delays may occur 
affecting inventory controls.   
2. Truck Load programming: the truck load capacity in theory is twenty trucks per day. In 
reality, the department assists fifteen to eighteen trucks. The main goal is to have zero 
mistakes. And to increase the truck capacity to thirty trucks per day. Indeed, more labour 
force and a possible extra shift may be required.  
3. Contract between Logistics and Sales: The logistics department restricts the acceptance of 
truck loading if the customer arrives after noon. There is no tolerance, sometimes this 
affects Novatecs image. Therefore, the sales department is required to have close 
communication with its customers to inform them about scheduling and timing.    
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4. Truck Loading Feedback: The logistics department has indicators for each truck load. Timings 
and specific corrective actions if mistakes occur. Hence, some measures like rotating 
workers have helped to improve timing and deliveries.  
In reality, the logistic and warehousing services are not fast enough for the market needs. Schedules 
are required to be analysed in depth and improved. According to Rea (2012) the ERP Syteline is not 
the best for a logistics department. Indeed, other SMEs and large companies are using SAP which is 
defined by Rea as more Logistically friendly. Finally, training has not been a priority in the 
department. Certifications in production and inventory management provided by the Association for 
Operations Management (APICS) could be valuable for the logistics manager and programmers.   
5.4 Monitoring the Sales Department 
To address milestones that may affect the sales forecast, monitoring the sales force is required.  
Indeed, a technique for boosting individual sales is to evaluate the 80/20 rule for the sales 
representatives is required. For example, the following table depicts the customer that represents 
47% of the total yearly sales of a single sales representative, such amount has to be increase for the 
following year by 15%. Additionally, the proposal is to briefly ignore that amount and focus on the 
rest of the revenues. Then, by establishing the same rate of growth which is 15% for the rest of the 
customer accounts, the new goal target could be created.  
 
 
Source: Self-Made Considering Financial Analysis 
As an objective, the Northern Part of the country, especially the states of Baja California, Sonora and 
Sinaloa, along with Jalisco account for 71% of all the PH acreage. Therefore, targeting companies 
involved in the PH activities may help reach the company sales forecast in these areas.  
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Additionally, the increase of HDPE Virgin products is required. Therefore, a commission scheme in 
which the percentage of commission received by a HDPE is higher than a reprocessed product could 
be necessary. A new target to increase the revenues of such products could be evaluated in depth. 
Currently, the tons purchased by Novatec of HDPE reprocessed containers are higher than the 
amount of tons of HDPE Virgin containers and pallets. The following figure better depicts the trend 
of the last two years.    
 
Source: Self-Made considering P&L 2010 and 2011 
5.5 Alternative Scenarios 
As mentioned in the sales projections, Novatec wishes to increase sales, by 10% for the 2013 
onwards. Contrastingly, the worst case scenario could be an increase of only 3% each year. 
(Appendix XXIII) Situation which stifles with innovation and expansion plans. Indeed, the following 
figure better depicts the sales forcast comparing both scenarios.  
A breakeven point of is also depicted with an inflation, as is required to analyse the posible profit 
that the revenues may create. Conclusevely, if the implementation of the best practices were not 
considered by the company and a conservative approach towars the industry growth in the country 
was considered, then the results would be the following.  
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Source: Self-Made Considering Sales Forecast and Break Even Analysis 
6. Conclusion  
Novatec has been a case of success with the ability to respond to customer needs. The companys 
capabilities, have led to the design, development and commercialization of a variety of products 
tailored to the needs of several industries. Indeed, poultry, agricultural, automotive and several 
agribusinesses are part of the customers that the company serves. Additionally, its brand reputation 
has been crucial for the reliability and loyalty of its customers. However, the aim of this business 
plan was to show that there are certain aspects that the company could be addressed in order to 
maintain and expand its positioning in the market. Subsequently, communication is a key factor for 
the company, without it the obstacles that stifle information and innovation will prevail. 
Furthermore, training has to be crucial for its organisational culture. Mexico is in economic recovery 
and new forms of business will arise throughout its territory. Therefore, it is extremely important 
that the company pays attention to territories that have not been exploited. As a team, with the 
proper tools, the coordination between departments can be effective. Further research within the 
company is required to scrutinize each department so as to become aligned towards the same goals. 
Finally, the evaluation of Novatecs capabilities, resources and the overall strategy will help the 
company reach the forecast revenue goals.  
 
Word Count 8,156 
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8. Appendices 
 
APPENDIX I  Yahoo! Finance Great Britain Pound (GBP) Parity towards Mexican Peso (MXN) 
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APPENDIX II  Steel Mould example for manufacturing Novapal 100 one-way pallet 
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APPENDIX III  Totes (Big Boxes or Bins) 
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APPENDIX IV  Organizational Structure 
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APPENDIX V  Location of Warehouses and Plants in Mexico 
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APPENDIX VI  Brand Positioning Compared to Competitors 
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APPENDIX VII  Plant one and Plant two Layouts   
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APPENDIX VIII  ERP Functions 
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APPENDIX XIX & X Novatec Paganis products and Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Matrix  
The highest selling products in 2011 of the virgin HDPE containers, mainly used for the automotive, 
poultry, pharmaceutical and industry in general are the following: 
 
The highest selling products in 2011 of the reprocessed HDPE containers mainly used for the 
agroindustry are: 
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The pallets that NOVATEC PAGANI offers, in both HDPE materials are the following: 
 
The BCG classification (www.netmba.com, 2012) is the following: 
- Stars: Products that are strong compared to competitors, represent a high grow business 
and need heavy investments to sustain their growth. Eventually such products will become 
cash cows.  
- Cash Cows: Are low-growth products with high market share. The products are mature and 
have been successful for years, with little or no need for new investments. They manage to 
have continuous profits. They are required to keep generating revenues so that the 
company can use it to generate Stars.  
- Question Marks: Are products with low market share but operating in higher growth 
markets. They have potential. They require substantial investments to grow and to surpass 
competitors. Management and sales department can ask if the products are really worth to 
invest and make them grow or to release from the product offering.  
- Dogs: Are products that have low market share, are allocated in low-growth market and do 
not generate sufficient revenue or profit. No worth to invest at all.  
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The following Boston Consulting Group (BCG) share/growth matrix better allocates the products, 
considering 2011 revenues on each one of them.  
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APPENDIX XI  Capabilities   
 
Source: Self-Made considering RBV Methodology. 
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APPENDIX XII  Design Procedure of a new Product 
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APPENDIX XIII  Development Stage  
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APPENDIX XIV 
 VRIO  
Framework 
     
Tangible 
/ 
Intangible 
Capabilities Valuable? 
(Environmental 
opportunity or 
neutralize threat) 
Rare? 
Resource 
controlled by 
only small 
number of 
competing 
firm? 
Costly to 
Imitate? 
Difficult to 
imitate?? 
Organized 
Properly? 
Policies and 
procedures 
organized to 
support the 
exploitation 
of the 
capabilities 
Competitive 
Implications 
Economic 
Implications 
T 
Sales Power / 
Negotiation YES NO YES NO 
COMPETITIVE 
PARITY NORMAL 
I Design YES YES NO YES 
TEMPORARY 
COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE 
ABOVE 
NORMAL 
T Production YES NO NO YES 
COMPETITIVE 
PARITY NORMAL 
       
Tangible 
/ 
Intangible 
Resources Valuable? 
(Environmental 
opportunity or 
neutralize 
threat) 
Rare? 
Resource 
controlled by 
only small 
number of 
competing 
firm? 
Costly to 
Imitate? 
Difficult to 
imitate?? 
Organized 
Properly? 
Policies and 
procedures 
organized to 
support the 
exploitation 
of the 
capabilities 
Competitive 
Implications 
Economic 
Implications 
T Financial Capital YES NO YES YES 
COMPETITIVE 
PARITY NORMAL 
T 
Organisational 
Capital YES YES YES YES 
SUSTAINED 
COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE 
ABOVE 
NORMAL 
T Physical Capital YES NO YES YES 
COMPETITIVE 
PARITY NORMAL 
I Human Capital YES YES YES NO 
SUSTAINED 
COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE 
ABOVE 
NORMAL 
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APPENDIX XV  PEST Analysis 
Political In year 2010 containers for Agro-industry represented roughly 30% of Novatecs revenues. (Novatec, 
2012) The companys One-Way Pallets focused to the same industry represented 3%. Mexico has 
encouraged export for companies involved in the agricultural business. There has been an increase of 
19.5% since 2009 in the export of agro-industrial products to the world. Treaties such as NAFTA, 
North Triangle (Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras) TLCUEM (European Union) among others, have 
helped such results. (SECOFI, 2009:SECOFI, 2010:SECOFI, 2011:SECOFI,2012) 
Export agro-industrial enterprises are substituting wooden pallets for plastic pallets. The main reason 
is that wooden pallets have to fulfil the requirements of the policy NOM-EM-144, which require the 
pallet to be free of microorganisms. Failing to do so, the agro-industrial enterprises could incur into 
expensive penalties and injunctions. (Official Diary, 2005) The price of a wooden pallet and a plastic 
pallet is similar; therefore, businesses are leaning towards the plastic pallets consumption instead.  
Analysing the total exports in the country (poultry industry, oil, fishing industry etc.), it can be seen 
that a growth rate of 18% has emerged since year 2009. (SECOFI, 2009: SECOFI, 2010: SECOFI, 2011) 
Concerning the Automotive Industry, Mexico is the second producer of cars and trucks in Latin 
America. The national production reached 2.3 units, increasing in 50% compared to 2010. The 
Automotive industry is growing and represents 3% of the GDP. (www.promexico.gob.mx, 2012) An 
opportunity for Novatec to develop new products for such industry is open to analysis.   
Economical World economy has recovered after a critical crisis in 2009 showing great promise. Technology has 
advanced in all fields from agriculture, communications, Internet to medicine. Governments and 
central banks around the globe are working to avoid past economic failures, impulse to local 
economies and foreign investments in Latin America and Europe are embraced. Consequently, more 
customers can be targeted as potential customers. Mexicos has free trade agreements with over 50 
countries including Honduras, Salvador, the European free trade area and Japan. Mexicos GDP 
increased since 2009 in 5.2% for 2010 and 3.8% in 2011. The main exports of the country were to The 
United States of America. (www.cia.gov, 2012)  
Concerning signed Free Trade Agreements (FTA), Mexico occupies the second position worldwide, 
having solid agreements with North America, central America and South America. Mexicos 
agricultural food sector exports reached 22BN in 2011. Growing 21% compared to the previous years. 
(SAGARPA, 2012) These figures aid Novatecs products that are mainly focused for the agroindustry. 
Furthermore, the Mexican recovery can push the company to pursuit business opportunities abroad 
and reinforce their presence in the country as leaders.  
Social Novatec has responded to customer demands with a wide variety of products tailored for several 
industries. Poultry, agricultural, automotive and several agribusinesses among other industries are 
part of the customers that the company serves. Reputation in the brand is crucial for the reliability 
and loyalty from its customer base.  
Quality is in constantly monitored and upgraded. Mexican society looks up the engagement with 
environment, societal welfare and external linkages from medium and large enterprises. Novatec can 
take advantage from such perceptions to promote its brand as an eco-friendly image and its 
company as a society aware firm.  
Technological  Technology is the heartbeat of the business model. It is developing and re-inventing itself at a fast 
pace and the growth within Novatec is relying on it.  
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The Mexican Government through the Inter-institutional Committee of Fiscal Stimulation for the 
Expenses and Investments in Investigation and Technology Development has subsidized enterprises 
that are investing in projects linked to the development of technology and job creation. (Official 
Diary, 2009) 
Novatec has been benefited in 2008 from the subsidies. They project was to generate a patent that 
would allow them to manufacture reprocessed plastic pallets with lower price in raw materials, 
increasing productivity and capacity in the plant with the latest technology in order to create new 
jobs. Additionally, energy consumption was reduced and new machinery was acquired. (CONACYT, 
2008) 
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APPENDIX XVI  Competitor Analysis 
According to Bergen and Petraf (2012) the rivals of a firm can be classified into direct competitors, 
potential competitors and indirect competitors or substitutes. The explanation of this classification is 
the following.  
Direct Competitors have the highest similarities with Novatec in terms of customer needs, products 
and resources.  
Potential Competitors have similar resources than the company but cater different markets. 
Overtime they could use those resources to attack the same customers with similar products than 
Novatec.  
Indirect Competitors are firms that provide similar services and products with different resources, 
affecting the company´s market share.  
The following framework by Bergen and Petraf (2012) better depicts Novatec competitors.  
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Substitutes 
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APPENDIX XVII  Surveys for Sales Representatives 
Entrepreneurial Orientation Questions (Kuratko and Hodgetts, 1998) 
Yes or No questions. The optimal level of response is YES in every question except Q.11. 
1. As a child, did you have a paper route; sell candy or magazine subscriptions etc. for money? 
2. Have you ever worked for a small firm where you had close contact with the owner? 
3. Have you ever been fired from a job? 
4. Are you respected by your peers at work and by your friends in other areas of your life? 
5. Are you inquisitive, inventive, creative, innovative and aggressive? 
6. Do you enjoy solving problems?  
7. Do you like to make things happen? 
8. Do you enjoy taking personal and financial risks? 
9. Do you consider yourself a free and independent spirit? 
10. Do you have a high need for achievement? 
11. Do you take rejection personally? 
12. Do you like to move around a lot? 
13. Do you believe that you control your own destiny? 
14. Are you a consistent goal settler and a results- oriented individual? 
15. Are you willing to work longer hours for the same salary you now make? 
16. Do you like people? 
17. Can you make quick decisions? 
18. Do you have a high energy level? 
19. Are you willing to change your negative habit patters? 
20. Can you inspire and motivate other individuals? 
21. Do you know how the 20/80 rule affects your success? 
22. Do you consider yourself ambitious? 
23. Do you enjoy power, control and authority? 
24. Would you be willing to quit your job today and start at the bottom? 
25. Do you know what motivates customer behaviour and buying habits? 
26. Can you accept failure without admitting defeat? 
27. Do you consider yourself enthusiastic, imaginative and tenacious? 
28. Do you have a savings account? 
29. Do you know how to get free publicity for your product or service? 
30. Are you familiar with business control systems such as accounting, record keeping, financial 
analysis, bookkeeping, profit centre, collections, forecasting etc? 
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Competitive Advantage Questions (Carpio, 2012) 
 
1. Which area do you cater? Can you divide the areas into segments? e.g. Agriculture, 
Automotive Industry etc. 
2. In each segment, do you classify your customers according to the monthly sales? 
3. Do you know what your sales targets are? Do you know how to disseminate the quota into 
segments or customer classification? 
4. Are you familiar with your potential customers, regular customers and supporting 
customers or customers that you just have to call them? 
5. Have you made a competitor analysis? Do you know which are your main advantages and 
disadvantages against them/strengths? Have you told the sales manager about such 
findings? 
6. Do you know the percentage of the customers that represent 80% of your sales? How do 
you manage their loyalty? 
7. Do you have a time schedule? Do you have statistics of each customer? eg. Cyclical sales 
8. Which are the main threats of each segment you cater? 
9. Which are your short-term challenges? 
10. Which support would you like to get from the CEO of Sales manager in these moments? 
11. How do you see yourself in five years? 
12. Which opportunities you have at the moment? 
13. Find a weakness in Novatec. 
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APPENDIX XVIII  Michael Porters Fiver Forces of Competitive Advantage  
(Interviews with Claudio Pagani, Ariel Ramirez, Noel Fierro and sales Representatives, 2012) 
 
 
 
Threat of New Entrants (MEDIUM - HIGH)  
- Competition can be increased the potential competitors decide to allocate resources and 
capabilities into the container and pallet industry.  
- According to COSMOS (2012) business database, solely in Mexico City and its metropolitan 
area, there are roughly 300 manufacturers of plastic products, such as chairs, tables or 
glasses. (COSMOS, 2012) 
- A good relationship with HDPE suppliers needs to be pursued because the price per kilogram 
impacts the final costs, making it difficult for regular firms to engage with the industry.  
- A distribution network is important to have presence in several areas where the agro-
industry and automotive sectors are priority.  
- Industry is characterized by high level of container imitability, without a strong strategy for 
brand and product positioning is difficult for newcomers to enter.  
- Price wars are often the main strategy for smaller companies. Profit maximization is hard to 
be reached.   
- Governmental stimuli for technological investments is increasing, aiding newcomers to 
acquire new injection machinery.  
- A brand reputation is necessary to gain market share. Weak container and pallet brands 
often do not have the possibility to cater major companies.  
- Service is extremely important to customers. On-time deliveries are often the main hurdle to 
be addressed.  
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- Cyclic sales guide some of the containers demand. Without any forecasts, target revenues 
and company´s goals cannot be reached.  
- Second-hand used plastic injection machinery can be inexpensively acquired by new-
entrants.  
 
Rivalry among Competitors (HIGH)  
- Novatec and Europlast are the industrys first-movers; both cater similar markets and 
account with similar products.  
- Second-movers produce containers for a specific industry. Mainly the agricultural industry.  
- Plastic pallet producers have the advantage of offering diversity.  
- Producers of one-way PP containers merely compete on price. Leading to a price war in such 
products. Therefore, profits are not high.  
- MNC´s like Orbis, Buckhorn and Rehrigh Pacific Co. could increase their presence in the 
industry. They account with the necessary resources to allocate plants in the country and to 
expand its market share by exploiting worldwide automotive contracts with large 
corporations such as GM and Volkswagen.  
- Nonetheless, an issue concerning the products offered by these companies is timing. 
Customers may deal with a waiting response of several months. 
- Alliances are not common in this industry, however they can construct new strategies for 
the companies involved.  
- As the distribution, warehousing and even agricultural customers have the same product 
handling needs. The industry is characterized by companies copying and improving products 
from nearest competitors.  
 
Bargaining Power of Buyers (MEDIUM - HIGH)  
- Extra services are always required from customers. 
- The companys capabilities to fulfil those services is extreme important for continuous 
success, e.g. sales force directly in charge of providing logistic alternatives for customers.  
The companies often programme product seasonality, however, if a customer requires a 
product beforehand the company often tries to fill that necessity.  
- Customers often complain about the waiting periods when collecting merchandise, hence 
timing is essential. 
- Customers want better deals concerning prices. Quality and resistance characteristics in 
products and service have to be enhanced to fulfil other needs. Indeed, sometimes Novatec 
cannot compete on price.  
- Sizeable clients like Bachoco acquire a large volume of products but seek the best price and 
service. 
- Total quality controls guide the automotive and aerospace industries. Contract elaboration is 
fostered and high penalties to suppliers are implemented.  
- Even though, the company is ISO Certified, commercial risks such as contract elaboration are 
avoided.  
 
Bargaining Power of Suppliers (MEDIUM - HIGH)  
- The main raw materials that Novatec outsources are virgin and reprocessed Polypropylene 
(PP) and High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pellets and Virgin Pigments. 
- The only supplier of Virgin HDPE in the country is Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) a state-
owned enterprise. Prices are set by the PEMEX according to the market conditions and 
ethanol gas prices.  
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- Heavy fluctuation in prices affect Novatec costs. In average, raw materials represent 60% of 
the total cost per product. Hence, volatility in prices heavily impacts profitability.  
- Virgin HDPE is also imported from Exxon in the USA, Dow Corning in Canada and INDELPRO 
in Colombia. Virgin PP is not produced in Mexico; everything is imported from overseas 
enterprises.  
- Reprocessed/Recycled HDPE is sourced from several local producers. It is catalogued as an 
informal market because most of them do not pay taxes or sell without invoices.  
- Novatec generally controls Reprocessed HDPE prices.  
- Problems that can occur with reprocessed resources are: pollution, low fluidity or just not 
suitable for injection. Therefore, quality procedures for the material selection are critical. 
- Advantages for suppliers are that Novatec commits to high volume consumptions and secure 
payments.  
- Suppliers catalogue the company as demanding in purchasing terms and conditions.  
- The project to build Novatecs Plant Three is to vertically integrate the in-house production 
of part of the reprocessed HDPE materials. Currently, there is some machinery operating in 
Plant Two that serves the recycling necessities from customers that want to re-manufacture 
containers with their old ones. The aim is to separate the cleaning of materials with the 
production of containers in a third plant.  
 
Threat of Substitutes (MEDIUM)  
- Wooden pallets and crates are the main substitutes for Novatecs products.  
- Solely pine and oak tree wooden pallets in the country had formal revenues for £101M in 
year 2011. (INEGI, 2012) 
- The main leader in the country of such industry is the MNC CHEP, which holds worldwide 
revenues of US$3.6BN and operates in 49 countries. (www.chep.com, 2012) 
- Governmental regulations for wooden pallets have helped plastic pallets to have a better 
positioning in the market.  
- Flute corrugated cardboard had formal revenues of £550M for in year 2011. (INEGI, 2012) 
- The main leaders in such industry are MNC´s Smurfit Kappa and International Paper among 
several Mexican competitors such as Envases Microondas and Cartones Microcorrugados 
(CartoMicro). 
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APPENDIX XIX  Receivables Accounts for July 2012 
 
Sales REP Total 
Receivables 
July sales Receivables 
Sum of 1-30 
days 
Suma of 31-60 
days 
Suma of 61-
90 days 
Suma of More 
than 90 days 
DOM  1,271,632.76   259,647.40  -50,495.35   224,356.04     884,424.67  
ADA  379,929.87   120,750.78   200,785.51   56,538.92     1,854.66  
AMES  3,544,813.72   550,560.06   661,425.06   941,674.53   102,884.00   1,288,270.07  
AP  47,314.36   41,743.29     5,571.07      
CAHG  6,522,053.88   1,736,848.83   1,929,876.65   467,972.66   496,326.30   1,891,029.44  
CSS  2,809,292.33   508,611.47   1,715,241.24   486,267.36   10,648.80   88,523.46  
DOC  623.96           623.96  
DOE             
DOG -73,353.18   2,371.62  -75,724.80        
DOL  3,680,031.27   1,132,125.19   1,237,949.32   418,185.80   783.00   890,987.96  
DOTR  48,616.66     72,048.66  -23,432.00      
DTT  757,676.16   757,676.16          
ECJ  1,404,484.00   1,269,645.23   13,580.92   71,045.31   -     50,212.54  
EPM  1,597,277.97   333,301.86   410,087.25   586,327.86   25,507.41   242,053.59  
FCP  1,121,095.39   97,865.72   19,910.05  -31,241.05   -     1,034,560.67  
FFO  36,126.68           36,126.68  
FPS  39,135.40         3,122.66   36,012.74  
GMO  136,767.38       -       90,467.38  
HGR  1,460,003.04   936,036.48   355,598.00   48,924.16     119,444.40  
IAVI  1,100,616.98   674,277.52   426,339.46        
IMA  1,585,899.58   713,545.83   778,229.04  -120,945.08  -51,073.40   266,143.19  
JMR  2,260,073.07   876,198.38   495,641.66   70,236.41   620,136.00   197,860.62  
LODT  8,186,420.23   3,137,292.43   2,954,657.42   1,503,699.99   132,115.56   458,654.83  
MTY  219,093.08     3,828.46       215,264.62  
OMG  9,507.94     10,183.64      -675.70  
PCJ  230,308.50       68,484.00     161,824.50  
PRMA  116,171.92   74,075.28   42,096.64        
RN  853,391.78   372,456.28   318,579.86   85,098.60     77,257.04  
RRH  3,315.86           3,315.86  
RSM  264,351.14   53,058.40   9,578.02  -139.20  -344.52   202,198.44  
Grand Total 39,612,672  13,648,088  11,529,417  4,858,625  1,340,106  8,236,436  
Percentage 
of Overdue 
Receivables 100% 34.45% 29.11% 12.27% 3.38% 20.79% 
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APPENDIX XX  Best Practices for Overdue receivable Management  
The following best practices proposed by the collection department could help the company reduce 
the days in which the revenues are received. (Gonzalez, 2012) 
1. Penalization for sales representatives when having overdue receivables: Currently, it is 
applied when the 25% of the total receivables lies overdue in the 90 days period. The table 
below shows a better example: 
 
Sales Rep: Initial Current 
revenues 
1-30 days 31-60 days 61-90 days Sum 
overdue 90 
days 
FCP 1,121,095  97,866  19,910  31,241  0  1,034,561  
 
*25% 
     
 
   280,273.85  
     
 
1,034,561  Amount at 90 days or more 
   
    
 
    
To avoid being penalized, the sales representative should not have more than 25% of 
receivables over the 90 days period. Meaning 280,273.  
The proposal for this specific case is to reduce that percentage 5% gradually, until the sales 
rep. gets penalized for having 10% of the receivables over the 90 days period.   
2. Elimination of commissions to sales representatives on invoices that are overdue 120 days or 
more. This allows the sales force to strongly focus on receivables and key accounts. 
Customers need to be constantly reminded the terms and conditions of payments.  
 
3. To structure a new receivable department. Involving two additional account key-managers 
for the Northern and west areas of the country. The office in Leon can manage the 
warehouses in the centre and Mexico City. Their main task will be to directly deal with the 
customer concerning their payment periods after 90 days. Hence, avoidance of commissions 
to sales reps could be effective.  
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APPENDIX XXI Break Even Analysis 
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APPENDIX XXII Revenues by Region and Sales Rep. (FY2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011) 
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APPENDIX XXIII Sales Projections Best Case Scenario V.S. Worst Case Scenario 
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APPENDIX XXIV  SWOT Analysis 
STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES 
 
x First-mover advantage creating technological 
leadership that helps the company to differentiate 
itself from the competitors. 
x Novatecs brand is well recognized as a premium 
quality product.  
x Customer feedback: listening to consumers is 
determinant for any business; especially in this 
industry a close relationship with them is necessary 
to offer them the products they want.  
x Own product design and development is a core 
capability. 
x Top machinery that has been acquired from elite 
manufacturers such as Krauss-Maffei and BMB.  
x Technology is constantly being upgraded and it is the 
premium asset of the company. 
x ISO 9001:2008 Quality Certifications by TUV 
Rheinland are strong credentials for the company.  
x Loyal customer base in agroindustry containers. 
x Large companies as main customers like BACHOCO, 
AGRIZAR and BIMBO.  
x Ability to offer in-bond assembly services to foreign 
customers such as Shaeffer.  
x Engagement with external suppliers. 
x Supplier bargaining power. 
x Managerial support for departments.  
 
 
x SME´s offering similar recycled containers under a price 
war. Affecting Novatecs revenues.  
x Pricing power established by buyers in the 
agroindustry.  
x Logistic and warehousing services are not fast enough 
for the market needs. Schedules are required to be 
analysed in depth and improved.  
x Communication among departments can be slow and 
bureaucratic. Leading to mistakes that affect the final 
customer.  
x Design in containers and pallets are not exclusive for 
the company, competitors can have access to mould 
manufacturers and create a similar product within 
months.  
x Lack of alliances with MNCs competitors.  
x Lack of monitoring of the Sales force. More 
entrepreneurial oriented salesmen are required for the 
company in the north part of the country and the 
centre.   
x Commercial contract avoidance could increase the 
companys quality standards even higher. Win-win 
mentality and training for the employees is required.  
x Most of the containers, totes and pallets used in the 
automotive industry are not manufactured by Novatec.  
x Length of time in the development of a new product 
from its conception to its release in the market needs to 
be evaluated and reduced.  
 
 
OPPORTUNITIES 
 
THREATS 
x Strong Brand position in plastic containers: 
Novatec is the Google for containers in the country.  
x Pallets need to be pushed to increase its presence 
in the country. Furthermore, customization of 
different pallets could be evaluated for new 
x More than 300 potential competitors that 
manufacture plastic products like chairs, tables or 
even glasses that could have the resources to incur in 
the plastic pallet or one-way container market.  
x Manufactures of containers that avoid tax payments 
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product development.  
x Furthermore, new product development in 
containers to compete with substitutes such as 
wooden crates and flute corrugated cardboard.  
x The automotive industry in the country is growing. 
New product development for that industry can 
help Novatec increase revenues, profits and sell 
more virgin HDPE products.  
x Localization: the opportunity outside the Leon 
Guanajuato to establish a new plant is very 
appealing for the one-way container market, as 
there are SME´s offering similar containers at a 
lower price. They manage lower costs.  
x Cities like Uruapan, Perivan and Tancitaro in the 
state of Michoacan are avid consumers of one-way 
containers, a small plant could be the answer to 
own 100% of that market.  
x Totes alliance with MACROPLASTICS can boost the 
company image concerning quality and presence in 
the country. 
x Bucket as a new product. There is a high demand 
of buckets in the country. Especially in the central 
area of the country.  
x Sales force restructuration.  
x Major marketing campaign and publicity means to 
promote Novatec products.  
x Vertical Integration procedures (plant 3) to lower 
costs and increase profits.  
x Enhancement of web design, usage of social 
networks to promote products.  
 
 
are more common in the market-place.  
x Piracy: as long as regulations concerning the design 
of products in Mexico are not stricter, SME´s and 
new entrants to the industry will continue to copy 
models for their own benefit.  
x Strong companies like ORBIS and BUCKHORN can 
establish own plants in the country.  
x High rivalry among competitors explained in the 
porters analysis.  
x Asian countries as a potential exporter of cheaper 
plastic products.  
x Uncertainty in the Mexican economy. The year 2009 
affected all of the industries hence; Novatec 
revenues were destabilized affecting profits.  
x Governmental regulations in restrictions concerning 
exports, plastic manufacturing, recycling of materials 
and electricity usage.  
  
 


APPENDIX XXI
MONTHLY BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
JAN - AUG 2012 Monthly
Revenues 14,688,538.69£ 1,836,067.34£  
Percentage of Cost 59%
Cost of Materials 1,083,279.75£  
Fix Costs 373,530.45£     
Percentage of Variable Expenditure 16%
Variable Costs 287,513.21£     
Percentage of Variable Cost of Sales 75%
BREAK EVEN
Revenue Level 1,333,269.84£   1,380,886.62£  1,428,503.40£  1,474,027.14£ 1,476,120.96£     1,523,736.96£     1,571,353.96£     1,618,970.96£  1,666,587.96£  1,714,204.96£  1,761,821.96£  1,809,438.96£  1,857,055.96£  1,904,672.96£  
Total Costs 1,368,938.87£   1,404,489.18£  1,440,039.48£  1,474,027.13£ 1,475,590.36£     1,511,140.08£     1,546,690.54£     1,582,241.01£  1,617,791.47£  1,653,341.94£  1,688,892.40£  1,724,442.87£  1,759,993.33£  1,795,543.80£  
Fixed Costs 373,530.45£      373,530.45£     373,530.45£     373,530.45£    373,530.45£        373,530.45£        373,530.45£        373,530.45£     373,530.45£     373,530.45£     373,530.45£     373,530.45£     373,530.45£     373,530.45£     
Variable Costs 995,408.42£      1,030,958.72£  1,066,509.03£  1,100,496.68£ 1,102,059.91£     1,137,609.63£     1,173,160.09£     1,208,710.56£  1,244,261.02£  1,279,811.49£  1,315,361.95£  1,350,912.42£  1,386,462.88£  1,422,013.35£  
Profit Before Tax 35,669.03-£        23,602.55-£       11,536.07-£       0.01£               530.61£               12,596.89£          24,663.42£          36,729.96£       48,796.49£       60,863.03£       72,929.56£       84,996.10£       97,062.63£       109,129.17£     
A Yearly Break Even Analysis is the following, and its increase for following years considering 3% inflation rate
Yearly 17,688,325.53£         18,218,975.30£  18,765,544.56£  19,328,510.90£  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Revenue Level £1,333,269. £1,380,886. £1,428,503. £1,474,027. £1,476,120. £1,523,736. £1,571,353. £1,618,970. £1,666,587. £1,714,204. £1,761,821. £1,809,438. £1,857,055. £1,904,672.
Total Costs £1,368,938. £1,404,489. £1,440,039. £1,474,027. £1,475,590. £1,511,140. £1,546,690. £1,582,241. £1,617,791. £1,653,341. £1,688,892. £1,724,442. £1,759,993. £1,795,543.
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Break Even Analysis 
Monthly Break Even 
Code Sales Rep 2008 2009 2010 2011
GR per 
Sales Rep. Total
JMR
 RANGEL,
 JOSE MANUEL 1,146,373.11£      695,404.69£         898,922.73£          £     1,090,706.06 19%  £       3,831,406.60 TOTAL 2008 TOTAL 2009 TOTAL 2010 TOTAL 2011
FCP FERNANDO CHAVEZ 801,182.31£         751,377.98£         699,847.43£         532,657.30£         14%  £       2,785,065.02 
DOM
DIRECT SALES MEXICO CITY 
BRANCH OFFICE 572,154.65£         526,076.21£         535,878.07£         885,672.35£         33%  £       2,519,781.28  £       4,529,336.84  £           3,508,191.62  £       4,614,590.20  £          5,183,234.04 
RN RIVELINO NIEVES 673,143.46£         868,307.64£         829,395.89£         989,853.25£         33%  £       3,360,700.24 
CAHG CARLOS HERNANDEZ 856,148.39£         478,306.25£         646,799.85£         722,148.04£         14%  £       2,703,402.52 RATE RATE RATE
ECJ EDUARDO CAPULEÑO 34,717.98£           819,488.32£         674,174.85£         69%  £       1,528,381.14 -23% 32% 12%
RSM RICARDO SANTILLAN 20,574.42£           184,257.91£         288,022.19£         81%  £          492,854.51 
OMG 23,788.87£           % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
PRMA 20,310.56£           27% 25% 24% 25%
RRH 23,257.99£           71,954.62£           
FFO FABIO FORESTI 480,334.92£         133,426.46£         496,329.65£         
AP ANDREA PIUNTI 4,457.13£             
DOG
DIRECT SALES 
GUADALAJARA BRANCH 11,583.80£           41,341.98£           130,048.14£         50,397.74£           21%  £          233,371.66 2,823,021.32£        2,379,633.24£           3,338,743.01£        3,359,861.53£           
LODT LUIS OSCAR DELGADO 1,896,496.68£      1,220,195.73£      1,732,434.15£      2,010,160.52£      22%  £       6,859,287.08 
EPM ERIK PADILLA 914,940.84£         1,118,095.53£      1,476,260.72£      1,299,303.27£      32%  £       4,808,600.35 RATE RATE RATE
-16% 40% 0.63%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
17% 17% 17% 16%
DOL
DIRECT SALES LEON 
BRANCH 4,667,096.00£      3,002,074.05£      3,786,512.71£      4,391,296.89£      20%  £     15,846,979.66 4,843,024.43£        3,505,889.23£           4,617,036.63£        5,615,335.32£           
PCJ JORGE PRECIADO 175,928.42£         503,815.18£         830,523.91£         1,026,557.97£      56%  £       2,536,825.49 
MSS MARYCARMEN SERRANO 197,480.45£          £          197,480.45 
RATE RATE RATE
-28% 32% 22%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
29% 25% 24% 27%
DOC
DIRECT SALES CULIACAN 
BRANCH 46,968.76£           27,589.66£           30,961.61£           50,498.31£           20%  £          156,018.34 1,579,383.55£        1,752,700.52£           2,520,604.26£        2,039,592.02£           
Centre and South of the Country, Branch Office Mexico 
Central West area of the country (Branch Office Guadalajara)
Centre of the Country (Branch Office Leon, Bajio)
Northeast of the country (Branch Offices Culiacan - Mexicali)Northeast of the country (Branch Offices Culiacan - Mexicali)
Centre of the Country (Branch Office Leon, Bajio)
Central West area of the country (Branch Office Guadalajara)
APPENDIX XXII - Novatec Pagani SA de CV  Revenues by Region and Sales Rep 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011
Centre and South of the Country, Branch Office Mexico 
IMA ALEJANDRO IBARRA 1,106,006.84£      1,267,781.16£      1,851,804.66£      1,359,114.33£      27%  £       5,584,706.99 RATE RATE RATE RATE
AMES EGAR ALATORRE 426,407.95£         457,329.69£         637,838.00£         629,979.38£         33%  £       2,151,555.02 11% 44% -19%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
9% 12% 13% 10%
DOTR
DIRECT SALES TORREON 
BRANCH 40,720.03£           49,544.77£           129,877.40£         138,000.57£         46%  £          358,142.77 1,039,295.34£        624,489.19£              1,000,845.81£        1,562,769.82£           
ADA ANTONIO DURON 359,342.29£         223,789.05£         259,590.27£         277,790.15£         15%  £       1,120,511.77 RATE RATE RATE RATE
HGR GONZALEZ HUMBERTO 630,625.69£         348,324.66£         550,199.01£         1,137,405.84£      27%  £       2,666,555.21 -40% 60% 56%
MTY
DIRECTT SALES 
MONTERREY BRANCH 8,607.32£             2,830.71£             61,179.12£           9,573.26£             -137%  £            82,190.42 
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
6% 4% 5% 7.5%
IAVI IMPLEMENTOS AVICER 226,689.53£         133,428.10£         105,670.63£         143,031.38£         7%  £          608,819.64 2,166,723.25£        2,321,249.44£           2,469,132.73£        3,012,904.72£           
DTT
DISTRIBUIDORA 
TORRELAVEGA 137,457.36£         175,411.62£         192,248.90£         184,721.01£         32%  £          689,838.89 RATE RATE RATE RATE
DOE EXPORT DEPARTMENT 1,802,576.36£      2,012,409.71£      2,171,213.20£      2,685,152.33£      34%  £       8,671,351.60 7% 6% 22%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
Definitions 13% 16% 13% 14%
GR = Growth Rate
NP = Novatec Pagani
TOTAL SALES BY 
AREA 2008
TOTAL SALES BY 
AREA 2009
TOTAL SALES BY 
AREA 2010
TOTAL SALES BY 
AREA 2011
16,980,784.72£      14,092,153.23£         19,123,453.64£      20,821,246.94£         
RATE RATE RATE
-17% 36% 9%
Northwest of the country (Branch Offices Monterrey and Torreon)
Distributers and Export DepartmentDistributers and Export Department
Northwest of the country (Branch Offices Monterrey and Torreon)
Best Case Scenario, Growing 10% per year Worst Case Scenario, Growing 3% per year
Comments TOTAL 2012 TOTAL 2013 TOTAL 2014 TOTAL 2015  Comments TOTAL 2012 TOTAL 2013 TOTAL 2014 TOTAL 2015
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 5,831,138.29£          6,848,992.64£          8,047,566.35£          9,536,366.12£          
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 5,338,731.06£          5,499,373.48£          5,665,346.05£          5,836,840.67£          
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 647,904.25£             1,017,854.34£          1,198,573.71£          1,488,799.77£          
 Increase of revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 155,497.02£             160,642.42£             165,972.58£             171,494.62£             
Prospected GR 13% 17% 18% 19% Prospected GR 3% 3% 3% 3%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
26% 28% 30% 32% 25% 25% 24% 24%
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 3,381,364.64£          3,381,591.20£          3,381,820.03£          3,382,051.16£          
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 3,381,364.64£          3,403,070.30£          3,424,980.82£          3,447,098.57£          
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 21,503.11£               226.55£                    228.83£                    231.14£                    
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 21,503.11£               21,705.66£               21,910.52£               22,117.75£               
Prospected GR 0.64% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% Prospected GR 0.64% 0.64% 0.64% 0.65%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
15% 14% 13% 11% 16% 15% 15% 14%
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 5,868,025.41£          6,299,325.27£          6,766,955.69£          7,172,973.03£          
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 6,008,408.79£          6,430,259.17£          6,883,082.07£          7,369,247.18£          
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 252,690.09£             431,299.87£             467,630.41£             406,017.34£             
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 393,073.47£             421,850.38£             452,822.90£             486,165.11£             
Prospected GR 5% 7% 7% 6% Prospected GR 7% 7% 7% 7%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
27% 26% 25% 24% 28% 29% 30% 30%
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 2,121,175.70£          2,227,234.49£          2,339,709.83£          2,459,046.73£          
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 2,121,175.70£          2,206,277.27£          2,295,058.66£          2,387,689.71£          
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 81,583.68£               106,058.79£             112,475.34£             119,336.90£             
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 81,583.68£               85,101.57£               88,781.39£               92,631.05£               
Prospected GR 4.00% 5.00% 5.05% 5.10%  Prospected GR 4.00% 4.01% 4.02% 4.04%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
10% 9% 9% 8% 10% 10% 10% 10%
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 1,797,185.29£          2,127,867.39£          2,532,162.19£          3,025,933.82£          
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 1,609,652.92£          1,658,087.37£          1,708,128.90£          1,759,835.34£          
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 234,415.47£             330,682.09£             404,294.80£             493,771.63£             
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 46,883.09£               48,434.46£               50,041.52£               51,706.45£               
Prospected GR 15% 18% 19% 20%  Prospected GR 3% 3% 3% 3%
Northwest of the country (Branch Offices Monterrey and Torreon)
Centre of the Country (Branch Office Leon, Bajio)
Central West area of the country (Branch Office Guadalajara)
Centre and South of the Country, Branch Office Mexico 
APPENDIX XXIII - Novatec Pagani SA de CV  Sales Projections Best Case Scenario V.S. Worst Case Scenario (2012 - 2015)
Centre and South of the Country, Branch Office Mexico 
Central West area of the country (Branch Office Guadalajara)
Centre of the Country (Branch Office Leon, Bajio)
Northeast of the country (Branch Offices Culiacan - Mexicali)
Northwest of the country (Branch Offices Monterrey and Torreon)
Northeast of the country (Branch Offices Culiacan - Mexicali)
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
8% 9% 9% 10% 7% 7% 7% 7%
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 3,118,356.38£          3,349,114.76£          3,617,043.94£          3,906,407.45£          
 Prospected Revenues in 
the area 3,103,291.86£          3,196,390.62£          3,292,570.01£          3,391,940.66£          
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 105,451.67£             230,758.37£             267,929.18£             289,363.51£             
 Increase in revenues 
considering the 
prospected GR 90,387.14£               93,098.76£               96,179.39£               99,370.65£               
Prospected GR 4% 7% 8% 8%  Prospected GR 3% 3% 3% 3%
% of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP % of Sales for NP
14% 14% 14% 13% 14% 14% 14% 14%
Total Forecast 2012 Total Forecast 2013 Total Forecast 2014 Total Forecast 2015 Total Forecast 2012 Total Forecast 2013 Total Forecast 2014 Total Forecast 2015
Forecast 22,117,245.72£        24,234,125.73£        26,685,258.02£        29,482,778.31£        Forecast 21,562,624.97£        22,393,458.20£        23,269,166.51£        24,192,652.14£        
Monthly Average Sales 1,843,103.81£          2,019,510.48£          2,223,771.50£          2,456,898.19£          Monthly Average Sales 1,796,885.41£          1,866,121.52£          1,939,097.21£          2,016,054.34£          
Forecast 10% increase Ideal 22,032,808.03£        24,236,088.84£        26,659,697.72£        29,325,667.49£        Forecast 3% increase Worst 22,032,808.03£        22,693,792.27£        23,374,606.04£        24,075,844.22£        
Monthly Average Sales 1,836,067.34£          2,019,674.07£          2,221,641.48£          2,443,805.62£          Monthly Average Sales 1,836,067.34£          1,891,149.36£          1,947,883.84£          2,006,320.35£          
Expectancy of sales for 2012 Expectancy of sales for 2012
Sales from Jan 2012 - 
Aug 2012 14,688,538.69£        
Sales from Jan 2012 - 
Aug 2012 14,688,538.69£        
Average Jan - August 
2012 1,836,067.34£          
Average Jan - August 
2012 1,836,067.34£          
Forecast at the end of 
Dec 2012 22,032,808.03£        
Forecast at the end of 
Dec 2012 22,032,808.03£        
Distributers and Export DepartmentDistributers and Export Department
 £22,117,245.72  
 £24,234,125.73  
 £26,685,258.02  
 £29,482,778.31  
 £21,562,624.97  
 £22,393,458.20   £23,269,166.51  
 £24,192,652.14  
 £17,688,325.53  
 £18,218,975.30  
 £18,765,544.56   £19,328,510.90  
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Total Forecast 2012 Total Forecast 2013 Total Forecast 2014 Total Forecast 2015
Sales Forecast Best Case Scenario V.S. Worst Case Scenario 
Series1
Best Case Scenario
Worst Case Scenario
Break Even
